There are hundreds of distinct 3D, CAD and engineering file formats. As engineering design and analysis has become increasingly digital, the proliferation of file formats has created many problems for data preservation, data exchange, and interoperability. In some situations, physical file objects exist on legacy media and must be identified and interpreted for reuse. In other cases, file objects may have varying representational expressiveness.
Introduction
There are hundreds of distinct 3D, CAD and engineering file formats. As engineering design and analysis has become increasingly digital, the proliferation of file formats has created many problems for data preservation, data exchange, and interoperability [1] [2] [3] . In some situations, physical file objects exist on legacy media and must be identified and interpreted for reuse [1] . In other cases, file objects may have varying representational expressiveness.
We introduce the problem of automated file recognition and classification in emerging digital engineering environments. In emerging digital engineering environments, all design, manufacturing and production activities are "born digital." The result is that massive quantities and varieties of data objects are created during the product lifecycle [1] . For historic, paper-based processes, the activity of record keeping and management would be the task for a team of human engineers and archivists. In the new digital processes, the overwhelming amount of information requires the development of tools to enable assimilation of massively more diverse and complex data.
Managing these new processes and workflows requires automated tools to make the task of the engineer, archivist, or records manager tractable. Consider the scenario common in the aerospace industry: compliance. Records for aircraft must be retained for decades past the end of the production run [4] . Hence, for new aircraft (such as the 787 or A380), one can reasonably expect airplanes designed (and even manufactured!) in the past decade to be flying at the turn of the next century. Records for these artifacts are predominantly digital, with CAD models, configuration models, surrogate models, simulation objects, etc, proliferating and even unique to each and every aircraft. Making sense of this typhoon of data, organizing and harvesting it for its long-term use, requires new kinds of automated tools for sifting CAD data.
This paper presents an approach to automated identification of engineering file formats. This work operates independent of any modeling tools and can identify families of related file objects as well as variations in versions. This problem is challenging as it cannot assume any a priori knowledge about the nature of the physical file object. Hence, the file object could be data from a legacy system, or a one-off format created for some ad hoc analysis. In these scenarios, one cannot assume there is even a software system capable of reading the object and rendering the digital model into a form that can be operated on. These are just some of the daunting requirements to support the emerging applications in areas of digital curation and long-term data management for engineering.
This problem may appear, on its surface, to be trival. Why cannot we identify files based on file extension or other means? What makes this problem unique, and difficult, is the nature of use case for those engaged in curation of digital objects. For classes of engineering objects such as airframes or ships, the expected artifact lifecycle is measured in decades [4] . It is often the case today that engineering data objects on tape, or pre-digital media, are critical to understanding the performance and maintenance of existing structure. In this setting, those who must manage and curate engineering data are constantly faced with files of unknown origin or provenance, for which the task of understanding their contents is more of matter of forensics rather than simply reading the file into a browser or CAD system. Further complex is the case of contemporary processes today where file formats proliferate due to the analyses, measurements and simulations done on a particular artifact. In case studies by the authors, the number of files associated with the analysis of an individual part can number in the thousands [1] . Managing this overwhelming mass of new digital objects requires new tools for understanding the content and context of physical file objects. We believe this paper offers an initial tool for those working on engineering data. This paper is organized as follows. We begin, in Section 2, with a review of related work. Next, we detail our technical approach in Section 3 which is motivated by the information theory concept of Kolmogorov complexity and is an application of compressionbased classification. In Section 4, we present comprehensive experiments using the Drexel University Design Repository. The Drexel Design Repository originated at NIST in 1993 and contains tens of thousands of CAD, CAM, and other related engineering data in hundreds of formats [5] [6] [7] . The Drexel Repository spans two decades and includes formats that date back to the 1980s (e.g., from the early CAD system Romulus) and multiple versions of formats (e.g., models from ACIS 1.1, multiple versions of Pro/E dating back to the early 1990s). Our experiments specifically use the 54 most frequently occurring filetypes from the Drexel Design Repository which amounts to over 40,000 files in our dataset. The formats primarily include 3D CAD model formats, CAM system formats, 3D simulation formats, formats used by 3D object similarity algorithms, various non-model formats associated with CAD/CAM systems, as well as 2D graphics formats, among others. We conclude in Section 5.
Related work

Digital object preservation and curation
Perhaps the most prominent tool related to digital preservation is the JSTOR/Harvard Object Validation Environment (JHOVE) [8, 9] . JHOVE supports automated format identification, as well as format validation. JHOVE is extensible in that it enables easy integration of additional format identifiers and validators. JHOVE currently supports a variety of image, audio, and text formats, as well as pdf through what the JHOVE developers call modules. Identification of a format in JHOVE relies on a parser for the format. To extend JHOVE for a new format, one implements a corresponding JHOVE module, which involves implementing a parser for the format, among other things. The advantages of JHOVE are that, in addition to identification, JHOVE is capable of extracting various meta-data from the file since JHOVE is aware of the format's details. JHOVE can also validate a file for conformance to the format's specification. JHOVE has been extended to support preservation of newspaper data as part of the National Digital Newspaper Program [10] .
Recently, development of a successor of JHOVE has begun, known as JHOVE2 [11] . The developers of JHOVE2 have significantly redesigned JHOVE to achieve improved performance, among other things. However, format identification still requires file format knowledge. In JHOVE2, identification has been decoupled from validation, unlike JHOVE where identification relied on the validators for the known types. JHOVE2 utilizes the PRONOM signature model of the DROID format identification algorithm [12] . PRONOM includes what its authors refer to as "external" and "internal" signatures. A so-called "external" signature is something external to the object's data file, such as a file extension; whereas an "internal" signature is a pattern sequence within the data file that identifies its type. Thus, this approach still relies on a priori known knowledge of the format-although it is simpler knowledge.
However, the source of JHOVE and JHOVE2's power is also the source of their limitations. If one is dealing with legacy data or data stored in a proprietary format whose specification was never made public, then you will not have access to a parser nor the specification needed to implement one; and no known internal signatures may be available. If you could only identify the format, then perhaps you could identify a legacy CAD system capable of interpreting the data. Therefore, in our work, we focus on developing a format identification approach that does not rely on a priori format specifications including format signatures. Instead, we develop an approach capable of learning by example to identify a file's format. Essentially, our approach is to automate the discovery of internal signatures.
Specifically within the realm of 3D object formats, the objectives of the NCSA Polyglot project are to develop a universal file format converter capable of converting among the myriad of 3D object formats [13] . In contrast to the work of the JHOVE, JHOVE2, and related projects, the developers of Polyglot do not rely on well-documented format specifications for identification and conversion. Instead, they use a scripting language to create wrappers for existing CAD systems relying on the native CAD systems' ability to recognize their own formats and to export to certain other formats.
Compression-based similarity detection
There are several existing approaches in the literature on the application of compression algorithms in the detection of similarities across objects, strings, files, etc [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . These approaches vary in terms of underlying theory and motivation; and span an interesting array of applications including classifying protein sequences [18] , file clustering [17] , classifying genomes [14] , classifying textures [20] , among others [16, 15] . Our technical approach to the problem of automated format classification is a nearest neighbors classifier, and as such, requires a measure of distance in order to determine the nearest neighbors of the query example we are classifying.
One such distance measure is known as Normalized Compression Distance (NCD) and is motivated by conditional Kolmogorov complexity [14] . Conditional Kolmogorov complexity of a pair of strings (likewise, files, objects, etc) is the length of the shortest program capable of generating one of the files if the other is given as input. It is a noncomputable function, however, Li et al. [14] showed that one can define a reasonable approximation relying on the compressed length of the concatenation of the pair of objects and the compressed lengths of the individual objects. NCD has previously been applied to automated language tree computation and to inferring the evolutionary history of genomes [14] . NCD has also been applied more generally within clustering problems with a diverse set of applications from the sciences, character recognition, art, music, and some others [15] . Another distance measure that is closely related to NCD is the Compression-Based Dissimilarity Measure (CDM) [16] . CDM has been applied to classification and clustering problems using DNA data, text-based data, and video data. In their work on texture classification, Campana and Keogh [20] apply video compression algorithms in defining their CK-1 distance measure. More recently, the Length Delimiting Dictionary Distance (LD 3 ) of Li et al. [19] improves upon the computational cost of NCD by not actually performing the compression. We discuss both NCD and CDM in more detail later in Section 3.1 as we specifically apply these within our experimental work. In our application, we restrict the use of these distance measures to a portion of the objects under comparison, rather than to the entire objects. This both provides a more efficient implementation as distance computation is dependent upon the length of the objects under comparison, as well as a more accurate automated identification of the key underlying commonalities between the pair of objects that make them similar. The latter is due to a property of most practical compression algorithm implementations which are able only to identify compressible patterns within a fixed window width.
The approach of NCD and CDM, which rely on using compression as an approximation of Kolmogorov complexity is not the only compression-based approach to similarity detection and classification. Another general type of approach relies on the compressibility of the object. Compressibility refers to the ratio of the compressed size of the object and its uncompressed size. It can be used as an approximation of information entropy. One simple approach in this category that lacks robustness relies on the compressibility of the entire object, comparing this to the compressibility of representative examples of the possible object types. This approach suffers from the inability to detect variations in the compressibility of different parts of the object. In their attempt to circumvent this problem, Hall and Davis [17] developed an approach based on what they term "sliding windows." The sliding window approach computes the compressibility of a substring of the file's contents with a fixed window size. It repeats this process sliding the window down one byte at a time to produce a profile of the file's compressibility throughout its length. This profile is then compared to profiles corresponding to the different available file classes. There are disadvantages to this approach. First, there is a trade-off between computational cost and quality of the compressibility profiles. Too small a window size leads to higher cost (since more windows need to be compressed) but better coverage of the file. Second, and most importantly, compressibility alone cannot capture common patterns between files. An important identifying element of the format can coincidentally be similarly compressible to a completely unrelated byte sequence.
Technical approach
In our technical approach to the problem, we consider two variations of nearest neighbors classifiers: (a) k-nearest neighbors; and (b) distance weighted k-nearest neighbors. In a nearest neighbors classifier, the class of a given query object is predicted based on its "distance" to a set of example objects whose classes are a priori known [21, Chapter 8] .
In k-nearest neighbors, the k examples closest to the query object are used to predict its class via a majority vote. In the distance weighted variation, the votes of examples are weighted based on their distance to the query-the nearer to the query object, the more weight is applied to that example's vote.
We now proceed to provide the details of our nearest neighbors classifier. Section 3.1 summarizes two existing alternative distance measures, both motivated by Kolmogorov complexity [22] that rely on compression as an approximation of Kolmogorov complexity. Section 3.2 presents our distance measure framework which provides a practical algorithmic approach to applying the distance measures from Section 3.1. Section 3.3 presents further details of the classifiers, including the approach to weighting. And Section 3.4 explains our procedure for selecting a value for k, the number of neighbors.
Distance measures
In our approach, we apply two existing distance measures that are both motivated by the concept of Kolmogorov complexity. The Kolomogorov complexity of a string x is the length of the shortest program that is capable of generating x on a universal Turing machine [22] . Kolomogorov complexity, usually denoted by K(x), is noncomputable in the general case. The conditional Kolmogorov complexity KðxjyÞ is the length of the shortest program capable of generating x if y is given as an additional input. It is likewise noncomputable. Li et al. [14] also define Kðx; yÞ as the length of the shortest program capable of generating both x and y and capable of telling the difference; and K(xy) as the Kolomogorov complexity of the concatenation of x and y.
Normalized compression distance (NCD)
The first of the two distance measures that we consider is known as Normalized Compression Distance (NCD) [14] . In the work of Li et al. [14] , a distance metric was first developed known as Normalized Information Distance (NID), however, NID is noncomputable as it requires computing Kolomogorov complexity. Li et al. [14] then presented a more practical measure of distance, the NCD, which relies on using a compression algorithm to approximate Kolomogorov complexity. Due to the use of approximations, though NID is a metric, NCD is not guaranteed to satisfy all of the requirements of a metric. It is, however, a practical approximation. NCD is defined as NCDðx; yÞ ¼ CðxyÞ−minðCðxÞ; CðyÞÞ maxðCðxÞ; CðyÞÞ ; ð1Þ
where Cð:Þ is any real world compressor, and C(x), C(xy) refers to the compressed lengths of x and the concatenation of x and y, respectively. Li et al. [14] showed that KðxjyÞ ¼ Kðx; yÞ−KðyÞ to an additive constant and Kðx; yÞ ¼ KðxyÞ to an additive logarithmic precision. Thus, the numerator in Eq. (1) is an approximation of conditional Kolomogorov complexity. A compressor, Cð:Þ, can be used to compute an upper bound on Kð:Þ. The better the compressor, the tighter the upper bound on Kð:Þ it provides. If Cð:Þ was a prefect compressor (i.e., Cð:Þ ¼ Kð:Þ), then 0 ≤NCDðx; yÞ ≤ 1 for all x and y. In their experiments, Li et al. [14] only occasionally found NCD values greater than 1. The lower the value of NCDðx; yÞ, the more similar are x and y. Elsewhere, Cilibrasi and Vitányi [15] presented the requirements of a compressor needed to ensure that NCD is a metric, and explained how real-world compressors typically meet these requirements. They argue that the one property that stream-based compressors possibly lack is symmetry (i.e., that CðxyÞ ¼ CðyxÞ) due to the possibility of the compressor adapting to regularities in x prior to transitioning into the compression of y. We later modify NCD to retain its status as a metric even if the compressor used is not strictly symmetric (see Eq. (3)).
Compression-based dissimilarity measure (CDM)
A second distance measure that we consider is the CompressionBased Dissimilarity Measure (CDM) [16] . The objectives of Keogh et al. [16] in their development of CDM was to produce a practical approach to measuring the similarity of strings, so although CDM uses a compressor Cð:Þ as an approximation of Kolmogorov complexity, their approach is less strongly tied to the theory of Kolmogorov complexity as compared to that of Li et al. [14] . CDM is defined as CDMðx; yÞ ¼ CðxyÞ CðxÞ þ CðyÞ : ð2Þ
Just like NCD, the lower the value of CDMðx; yÞ, the more similar are x and y. However, unlike NCD, the minimum value of CDM is not 0, but rather 0.5. Specifically, we have 0:5 ≤CDMðx; yÞ ≤ 1 for all x and y.
Distance measure framework
Unlike other applications of the NCD and CDM distance measures, we do not apply the distance measure directly to the entire files. We have also made additional modifications to improve the quality of the approximation of Kolomogorov complexity. As motivation for our distance measure framework, we begin with some background information on the compression algorithm that we employ.
In their work with NCD, Li et al. [14] performed experiments with a variety of different compression algorithms, and demonstrated that the approach works under a variety of compressors. Likewise, Keogh et al. [16] considered multiple compressors in their work. However, their approach differed in that instead of using a single compressor, Keogh et al. [16] compute C(xy), C(x), and C(y) with multiple compressors and use whichever provides the best compression for the given data. The motivation is that, since Cð:Þ is an upper bound for Kð:Þ, better compression means a tighter bound on the true value of Kð:Þ.
We take a similar approach, though rather than using multiple compression algorithms, we use a single compressor with different compression parameters. Specifically, our approach uses the Deflate Compression Algorithm [23] . Our implementation uses Java's implementation of Deflate via Java's Deflater class [24] . This implementation of Deflate provides 3 alternative compression strategies: (1) the default which is a combination of dictionary lookup and Huffman compression; (2) "filtered" which provides less dictionary lookup as compared to the default with more reliance on Huffman compression; and (3) "Huffman Only" which applies Huffman compression without dictionary lookup. In computing Cð:Þ, we compress the data with each of the 3 Deflate strategies. We use the strategy that provides the best level of compression for each specific computation of Cð:Þ (see last 4 lines of Algorithms 1 and 2). Algorithm 1. Computes C(xy) using either first or last 16 KB of each file, and using the "best" compression strategy (from the 3 strategies available in Deflate). Additionally, we make a second modification in our application of NCD and CDM. The Deflate Compression algorithm, as well as all common compression algorithms, rely on a "window size". The window size indicates how far back the algorithm will look for patterns that match the next part of the data to be compressed. Since C(xy), the compression of the concatenation of the files, is being used to estimate KðxjyÞ, the window size has a significant effect on the efficacy of using a compressor as an estimate of conditional Kolmogorov complexities. KðxjyÞ is the length of the shortest program capable of generating x if we are given y as an additional input. We can also look at that as how well we can compress x if the dictionary from having compressed y is available to us. If the concatenation of x and y is longer than the window size of the compressor, then C(xy) is not really capturing what is needed to effectively estimate KðxjyÞ, since by the time the compressor is looking at y, portions of x (or possibly all of x depending upon the file sizes) are outside the window. The Deflate algorithm, limits the window size to no higher than 32 KB. If we are to ensure that C(xy) will lead to a reasonable estimate of KðxjyÞ, then we can use no more than 16 KB of each of x and y in the event that they are larger. We consider two alternatives:
Headers: Using first 16 KB of each of x and y. Trailers: Using last 16 KB of each of x and y.
Algorithm 1 formalizes our approach to computing C(xy) using no more than 16 KB of each file, and using the "best" compression strategy (from the 3 strategies available in Deflate). Algorithm 2 shows its counterpart for computing C(x) (and likewise C(y)).
One final modification is that in our versions of NCD and CDM, we replace C(xy) with minðCðxyÞ; CðyxÞÞ, resulting in 
The use of minðCðxyÞ; CðyxÞÞ instead of C(xy) ensures that if our compressor Cð:Þ lacks symmetry that NCD′ðx; yÞ is still a metric.
Nearest neighbor classifiers
We consider two types of Nearest Neighbors Classifier: (a) knearest neighbors; and (b) distance weighted k-nearest neighbors.
k-nearest neighbors
Our approach to k-Nearest Neighbors is the basic approach. Our classifier requires that it is provided with a set of example files with known filetypes. When presented with a classification task, our classifier computes the distance between the query file and each of the example files. The k files that are closest to the query are then used to predict the type of the query via a majority vote. To compute the distance between the query file of unknown type and an example of known type, our classifier uses one of our versions of NCD or CDM (Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively) and our approach of limiting its computation to either the beginning or end of the files, as described by Algorithms 1 and 2.
Distance weighted k-nearest neighbors
Our distance weighted version, uses the k closest example files to predict the query's filetype. But instead of a simple majority vote, the vote of each example e is weighted by the inverse of its distance to the query file q according to either 1=NCD′ðe; qÞ or 1=CDM′ðe; qÞ. In this way, examples that are closer to the query have a stronger influence on the predicted filetype than those that are further away.
Selecting K
To determine an appropriate value for k, we use leave-one-out cross validation. Specifically, we begin with a set of example files, T, of known type. T is the set of files that our classifier will use to predict the filetype of queries. For each value of k ¼ 1…jTj−1, and for each training example t∈T, we predict the type of t using the other training examples in the set T−t. Let f i k be the predicted type of the i-th training example t i ∈T for a given value of k; and let f n i be the true type of training example t i . Our training procedure chooses the value of k that maximizes the number of correctly predicted filetypes, such that:
where c i k is:
In the event that more than one value of k maximizes Eq. (5), then the lowest value of k that maximizes Eq. (5) is chosen.
Experiments
The dataset: Drexel's design repository
We have empirically validated our approach using Drexel University's Design Repository [5] . Initially developed at National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 1993 with continued development at Drexel University, the Design Repository contains several tens of thousands of CAD, CAM, and related files in over a hundred formats [6, 7] . The vast majority of data in the design repository are 3D models from several different CAD systems. The design repository also contains other related CAD/ CAM data such as related to the manufacturing of objects, as well as data related to various 3D object comparison algorithms developed over the years by the Drexel group (e.g., graph formats of an object's features), as well as 2D image files for the 3D objects in a variety of formats. The complete repository includes 19 GB of CAD/CAM data with an average file size of 432 KB. Some formats date back to the early 1990s (e.g., ACIS version 1.1 and early versions of Pro/E) or even earlier (e.g., files from the early CAD system Romulus from the 1980s). In our experiments, we use the 54 most common file formats from the Drexel Design Repository (40,277 files). These 54 filetypes are all of the types for which there are at least 50 examples in the repository, which include the following:
CAD Model Formats (Parts/Assemblies/Etc) [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . This set of formats pose an interesting challenge to the classifiers in that all 4 are either LEDA graphs [32] or a variation of a LEDA graph, but with minor differences in node and edge attributes.
-LEDA-Graph-GICL-1: A LEDA graph.
-LEDA-Graph-GICL-2: LEDA-Graph-GICL-1 with additional node and edge attributes. -LEDA-Graph-GICL-3: A non-standard LEDA graph, that consists of LEDA-Graph-GICL-2 with extra parameters at end of file. -LEDA-Graph-GICL-4: A LEDA graph, unrelated to the other GICL LEDA graph types.
2D Graphics Formats
○ Graphics-Interchange-Format ○ JPEG-File ○ X-Bitmap Languages ○ C-Object-File ○ C-Source-Code ○ Encapsulated-Postscript ○ Header-File-C ○ Java-Class-File ○ Java-Source-Code ○ PostscriptArchive & Compression Formats ○ GZIP-Compressed ○ Unix-Compressed-Archive ○ ZIP-Compressed Document Formats ○ Adobe-Portable-Document-Format Other Text-Based Formats ○ HTML-File ○ Other Plain-Text ○ Various-Log-Formats in Plaintext 4.2
. Training the classifiers
Our training set consists of 364 files selected randomly from the complete set. Specifically, for filetypes where we have over 1000 files available, we randomly selected 0.5% of the files. For filetypes where we have 1000 or less files available, we selected 5 at random. We used leave-one-out cross validation to train our classifiers (i.e., to select the value for k) as described in Section 3.4. When we use the NCD distance measure and Trailers (i.e., the last half, up to 16 KB of the files), the training process found k¼3 for both the distance weighted and nonweighted classifiers. In all other cases, the training process found a value for k equal to 1. For both k-nearest neighbors as well as distance weighted k-nearest neighbors, this is simply equivalent to a nearestneighbor approach which uses the closest example for prediction. This is true even for the distance weighted version since with k¼1 the nearest neighbor's vote is not being weighted against any alternatives. Due to this, in our experiments, we consider five classifiers, the 4 nonweighted options and distance weighted using NCD with Trailers.
Evaluating classification performance
In Table 1 , we compare the classification accuracy of our 5 classifiers on the remaining 39,913 files after excluding those from the training set.
Additionally, in Fig. 1 , we show Precision-Recall graphs for the 4 combinations of distance measure (NCD or CDM) and file part (Headers or Trailers). In generating the Precision-Recall graphs, for each of the 39,913 testcases, the classifier's training cases were sorted by their distance to the testcase-essentially using the distance measure to rank the "relevance" of the classifier's training cases to a testcase query. From this, Precision-Recall curves were computed for each testcase, and averaged over the 39,913 testcases to obtain the curves in Fig. 1 . The Precision-Recall curves can be used to characterize the performance of our approach on a task where we have a model file of unknown format or unknown origin, and we need to determine what we can do with it. For example, what CAD systems is it compatible with? What other formats can we convert it to? What 3D object reasoners support its format? A query that can obtain other models or relevant data of the same or like format can enable answering these questions.
We also consider (in Figs. 2 and 3 ) two smaller scale experiments designed to explore the efficacy of the different combinations of the distance measures with file portions at distinguishing among the available formats. Specifically, in the small scale experiments, 100 files were selected uniformly at random from the complete set of 39,913 to approximate the overall distribution of formats from the Repository, and another 100 files were selected randomly from among the 4 LEDA Graph formats in the Repository. From these, Precision-Recall curves were computed, and averaged over 100 cases of a variety of formats (Fig. 2) and averaged over 100 cases of the different LEDA graph types (Fig. 3) .
The We discuss the results in depth in the following subsection, including discussing the effects of using Headers vs. Trailers (Section 4.3.1), the NCD distance vs. the CDM distance (Section 4.3.2), the power of the approach at distinguishing among very similar formats (Section 4.3.3), especially challenging scenarios for the approach (Section 4.3.4), and considerations for distance weightings (Section 4.3.5).
Headers vs. trailers
For both distance measures, NCD and CDM, overall classification accuracy over the entire dataset (Table 1 ) is higher when we use Headers (the first 16 KB of the files) rather than Trailers (the last 16 KB of the files). When using Headers, we correctly classify 89.81% and 88.13% of the repository's files (with NCD and CDM respectively) as compared to only 81.41% and 77.41% when using Trailers for k nearest neighbors, and only 82.82% when using Trailers, NCD, and distance-weightings. In particular, note in Fig. 1 that for all levels of recall, precision is highest when Headers are used. The Precision-Recall curves associated with the use of Headers very clearly dominate those when Trailers are used. The results of the small-scale experiment are consistent with this as can be seen in Fig. 2 .
There are a couple rather notable exceptions to this, however, where the use of trailers leads to a more accurate classifier. Consider the types LEDA-Graph-GICL-3 and LEDA-Graph-GICL-4. These are LEDA graph formats used by Drexel University's Geometric and Intelligent Computing Laboratory for various 3D CAD search algorithms. For files of type LEDA-Graph-GICL-3, classification accuracy is at 92.85% when using Trailers and the NCD distance measure, compared to only 85.82% when Headers are used. This is particularly interesting since LEDA-Graph-GICL-3 is a format that is almost identical to LEDA-Graph-GICL-2 except that LEDA-Graph-GICL-3 has additional parameters stored at the end of the file after the LEDA graph data. More startling is the difference in classification accuracy when we look at LEDA-Graph-GICL-4. When Trailers and NCD are used, we correctly classify 99.55% of files of type LEDA-Graph-GICL-4 (nearly all of them), but no more than around 72% if we use Headers or if we use CDM with Headers or Trailers. LEDA-Graph-GICL-4 is a LEDA graph format, but rather different than the other 3 GICL LEDA graph types.
As a counterpart to our overall small scale experiment, we also conducted a smaller scale experiment, specifically with files of the 4 LEDA graph formats. This experiment may correspond to a case where a collection of legacy data files may need to be classified, where the formats are all very similar (perhaps different versions of a single format), complicating the identification process. A set of 100 LEDA graphs were selected at random from the complete set from the Drexel Repository. All 4 LEDA graph formats are relied upon by various 3D CAD search algorithms. Most striking in the results is that when we use NCD with trailers, the classifier correctly classifies 87% of LEDA graphs (89% if the distance weighted classifier is used) into the correct class from among LEDA-Graph-GICL-1, LEDA-Graph-GICL-2, LEDA-Graph-GICL-3, and LEDA-Graph-GICL-4. This is compared to between 80% and 82% depending on which of the alternative classifiers are used. Note that we are using the same classifier as previously with all 54 formats available as class predictions. In Fig. 3 , one should also note that precision remains very high (near or above 0.9) up to a recall level of 0.4 for all variations of the classifier; and continues to remain high up to a recall level around 0.7 when headers are used in particular.
Given that our experiments demonstrate that using the initial 16 KB of a file for format classification leads to higher accuracy levels as compared to using the final 16 KB, one may speculate that classification performance is largely due to recognizing the socalled "magic number" that many common file formats employ-i. e., the first couple bytes of the file (e.g., "GIF87a", "GIF89a", "#VRML", etc), and thus may speculate that using even less of the file will improve performance. However, there are several reasons to use as much of the file's contents as possible during the classification process. First, several of the CAD/CAM and related formats contained in the Drexel Repository do not appear to use such a "magic number" or other similar identifying mark at the start of the file. Second, there exist sets of closely related formats that may begin with the same identifying information. For example, all 4 LEDA Graph types contained in the Drexel Repository begin with a line "LEDA.GRAPH" and otherwise contain no explicit format identification mark. The differences among these 4 graph file formats is in what data is stored in the nodes of a graph and how edges are annotated, and in the case of LEDAGraph-GICL-4 there is additional global information about the graph toward the end of the file. The first few bytes are insufficient to identify any of these formats. By using as much of the files as allowed by our approach (16 KB), we better enable the classifier to identify general syntactic patterns throughout the body of the file; and thus, can provide a much more robust classification. Finally, in the event of data corruption, by using a larger sample of the file's contents, our approach can be more robust to small modifications (e.g., a missing or altered "magic number").
NCD vs. CDM
Regardless of which part of the files are used for classification, Headers or Trailers, overall classification accuracy over the entire dataset is higher when we use NCD ( Table 1) . The difference is most clearly evident when trailers are used for classification-NCD in that case correctly classifies 81.41% of the files compared with 77.41% of the files when CDM is used. NCD is still superior to CDM when headers are used, but it is not as large a difference (89.81% vs. 88.13%)-although due to the size of the dataset, this amounts to around 670 more files correctly classified when NCD is used than when CDM is used. The Precision-Recall curves of Fig. 1 further demonstrate the performance difference between NCD and CDM. For recall levels from 0.0 up to about 0.6, the precision of NCD with Headers very clearly dominates the precision of CDM with Headers (top 2 curves), and the precision of NCD with Trailers very clearly dominates the precision of CDM with Trailers (bottom 2 curves).
There are a few formats that are exceptions to this general observation, but most of these exceptions are rather small differences between CDM and NCD. The more significant exceptions are mainly formats where we have fewer examples. For example, ProE Configuration Files are correctly classified more than 70% of the time when we use CDM (regardless of the use of headers or trailers) while less than 50% of the time when NCD is used. However, we have only 71 files of this type in the test set, and the classifier itself only has an additional 5 examples of this type used for classification. Another example is C language header files, where with CDM we can correctly classify over 90%, while we correctly classify only 74% of these files with NCD if headers are used and around 85% if trailers are used.
Distinguishing among very similar formats
Among our most exciting results relate to classification accuracy for groups of formats that are very similar in structure. There are several examples that can be found among the results. We highlight two of the most interesting cases here.
First, consider Postscript (PS) and Encapsulated Postscript (EPS). An EPS file is extremely similar in structure to a PS file. There are only a couple rather subtle differences (e.g., the first few bytes of the formats differ slightly and EPS files include bounding box data). Our classifiers are able to detect these differences quite effectively. If we specifically look at our overall best performing classifier (using Headers and NCD), we find that 89.37% of the PS files in our dataset are correctly classified and 84.69% of our EPS files are correctly classified. Our dataset includes a relatively large number of PS files, 1599, and a more modest 209 EPS files, and yet our classifier is capable of distinguishing between these two types.
Our second, and most exciting example of the power of our classifier to distinguish among very similar types concerns 4 file formats developed within the Geometric and Intelligent Computing Laboratory (GICL) at Drexel University. We have been developing approaches to 3D CAD search since 1998, and the Design Repository includes file formats associated with the various CAD search related algorithms [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . This set of formats pose an interesting challenge to the classifiers in that all 4 are either LEDA graphs [32] or a variation of a LEDA graph, but with minor differences in node and edge attributes. LEDA-Graph-GICL-1 is a LEDA graph where nodes are the faces from a boundary representation and the edges of the graph are the edges between the B-Rep faces. LEDA-Graph-GICL-2 is similar to a LEDA-Graph-GICL-1, but with node and edge attributes describing various properties of the B-rep faces and the interaction between adjoining faces. LEDA-Graph-GICL-3 is a LEDA-Graph-GICL-2 with extra parameters describing global properties of the 3D object tacked on at the end of the file, making LEDA-Graph-GICL-3 a non-standard LEDA graph. LEDA-Graph-GICL-4 is a LEDA graph where nodes are machining features extracted using Allied Signal's FBMach Machining Feature Recognition Husk [33, 34] and edges between nodes correspond to non-empty feature intersections.
If you consider these 4 types, you will discover the following (unless otherwise noted, we are referring to our best overall performing classifier (using NCD and Headers):
For the LEDA-Graph-GICL-1 format, we achieve a classification accuracy over 98%.
For the LEDA-Graph-GICL-2 format, we achieve a classification accuracy over 90%.
For the LEDA-Graph-GICL-3 format, we achieve a classification accuracy nearly 86%. It goes up to nearly 93% if trailers are used, which seem to help detect the additional global model parameters that follow the LEDA graph in this format.
For the LEDA-Graph-GICL-4 format, we achieve a classification accuracy over 72%. This is an interesting result in that of the 4 types, this one is the most different. As noted, previously however, if we use trailers, we correctly classify 99.55% of these files.
For all 4 LEDA graph types combined, we achieve a classification accuracy of 86.1% over the entire collection of LEDA graphs (6234 examples).
For the small scale experiment consisting of 100 representative LEDA graphs from the repository, we achieve a classification accuracy of 82%.
Performance on these 4 types demonstrates just how powerful the approach can be at detecting the subtle format features necessary to distinguish among very similar formats. It should be further noted that our dataset has a very large number of each of these 4 types, as many as 1805 files of type LEDA-Graph-GICL-3 and only as few as 1188 for type LEDA-Graph-GICL-1 (see column N in Table 1 ).
Classification challenges
Although overall classification accuracy is very high, and although for the majority of formats in the dataset, accuracy is likewise high, there are formats that pose challenges to our classifier.
The biggest challenge faced by our approach are highly compressed formats. For example, only 19.57% of GZIP Compressed files are correctly classified, and only 7% of Zip Files. Although, note that we only have 56 Zip files in our dataset, while we have many more GZIP files (843). However, we are able to correctly classify over 80% of Unix compressed files and we have a very significant number of them in our dataset (714).
The challenge posed by highly compressed formats relates to our approach's reliance on compression to detect commonalities between pairs of files. As the files are already highly compressed, there is little more that can be done. Any occurrences of our classifier discovering elements of such a file that are in common with elements of another could be just as likely chance flukes as they can be true distinguishing characteristics.
In some cases, the classifier was able to overcome the challenge of compressed data. For example, it correctly classified nearly 86% of GIF images and over 95% of JPEG images. Any format specific identifying data in the headers of these formats is sufficiently detected by our classifier, despite the remainder of the file appearing in a compressed state.
On distance weightings
As previously indicated, during the training phase, cross validation demonstrated that k should be set to 1 in all cases except for when we use NCD and Trailers, where for both the basic version of nearest neighbors and its distance weighted variant, k should be set to 3. When k¼ 1, both variations are the same and are simply a nearest neighbor classifier.
In the one case (NCD and Trailers) where cross validation produced a k 4 1, distance weighted k nearest neighbors outperformed its non-weighted counterpart (82.82% accurate vs. 81.41% accurate). This is still significantly lower than our best performing classifier, non-weighted nearest neighbors using the NCD distance measure and headers (the first 16 KB of the file).
Frequency of correct class among top predictions
Next, we examine how often the correct class of a file is among the top N predicted types for our various classifiers (for N¼1…5). Fig. 4 shows the percentage of the entire dataset (39,913 files) where the correct class appears among the first N predictions. The results are exciting and place additional emphasis on which classifiers are the best performers. Specifically, using the first half of the file, what we have called headers, clearly dominates over Fig. 4 . Percentage of the complete testset (39,913 files) for which the correct class is found among the first N predictions (for N∈f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g) for the variations of our classifier.
using the second half of the file for classification, and that the NCD distance measure appears the more powerful distance measure.
First, consider the use of NCD and Headers. The correct classification is among the top 2 predicted classes for 94.62% of the files in the dataset (top curve in Fig. 4 ). This is compared to 93.04% when CDM is used with Headers. For contrast, consider the use of either NCD or CDM with Trailers or distance weighted nearest neighbors with NCD and Trailers (bottom 3 curves of Fig. 4) . In those cases, even if we consider the top 5 predicted classes instead of just the top 2, we only find the correct classification 92.6%, 91.8%, and 92.6% of the time, respectively. For NCD and Headers, the correct classification is among the top 5 predicted classes for 96.73% of the files in the dataset (and 96.58% for CDM).
This shows that when our classifier mis-classifies, it is usually close. Our approach can greatly zero in on a small set of formats to be examined more closely by other means, perhaps manual. Furthermore, this is true even for formats that are otherwise problematic, such as highly compressed formats as can be seen in Fig. 5 . For example, even though our classifier correctly predicts a Zip file's format only 7% of the time, the correct classification is among the top 5 predicted types 50% of the time (Fig. 5(a) ); and for GZIP files we go from a classification accuracy of 19.57% to finding the correct class among the top 5 over 64% of the time (Fig. 5(b) ).
For perhaps what is the most impressive example of the discriminating power of our classifier, consider the 4 LEDA graph formats from the Drexel Repository. Earlier in Section 4.3.3, we saw that our classifier is capable of accurately predicting the format of each of these 4 different LEDA graph types despite extreme similarities in their structure. Fig. 6(a-d) explores this further. For all 5 variations of our classifier, the correct class of any of the 4 LEDA graph types is within the first 4 predicted formats either 100% of the time or nearly 100% of the time. A user of the system who needs to identify a collection of such similar data formats can significantly narrow down on the possible formats of a file.
Execution time
In Table 2 we provide timing results for our entire dataset of 39,913 testcases. Our experiments were executed on an Ubuntu 10.10 Server with two AMD Opteron 244 Processors (1.8 GHz) and 4 GB of memory using the OpenJDK 64-bit Server VM, Java version 1.6. Using Trailers requires more CPU time to perform a classification than it does when Headers are used. When Headers are used, file access is limited to reading at most the first 16 KB of the files. Although with Trailers we are also limiting the amount of the file used for classification to 16 KB, the classifier must first determine where the final 16 KB begins and then must skip to that point. Therefore, in addition to the better classification performance, using Headers requires less computational resources.
For comparison, we turn to a benchmarking of several existing format identification tools that rely on format signatures. Specifically, van der Knijff et al. [35] benchmarked several identification tools, including JHOVE2 and DROID (version 6.0) using a set of 11,892 files from various scientific journal publishers. The total combined size of their dataset is 1.15 GB (approximately 104 KB per file). Their test machine was equipped with Windows XP, a 2.99 GHz processor, and 1 GB memory, and used Java 1.6 with the Java Hotspot Client VM. In this environment, JHOVE2 used an average of 7.6 s per file for format identification, and DROID used an average of 11.9 s per file.
There are several reasons why we cannot directly compare our classifier's average of 4.0 s per file format identification to these results (e.g., different test machine platform, and different dataset). However, the files in the Drexel Repository are on average larger (432 KB vs. 104 KB) and our test machine has a slower processor (1.8 GHz vs. 2.99 GHz). Additionally, the Drexel Repository contains a larger variety of file formats. Therefore, our compression-based approach to format classification does not appear to noticeably suffer in performance as compared to an approach that directly searches for known internal format signatures; and in fact, our approach may be faster.
We should expect the execution time of both our approach as well as the approach taken by JHOVE2 and DROID to increase proportionately with the number of supported formats. In our case, each new format means more training examples for the classifier to compare the query object. In the case of JHOVE2 and DROID, each new format means an additional format specification to run the object through. In our case, however, adding support for a new format is as simple as adding additional example cases to the classifier; while in the case of JHOVE2 or DROID one would need to implement an identification procedure for the relevant signature.
Conclusions
The digital revolution has produced overwhelming quantities and varieties of "born digital" engineering data. As systems evolve over decades, their digital records are essential to tasks such as intelligent maintenance, disassembly and demanufacture, redesign and reuse, compliance investigations and failure studies. Today's digital engineering tools consume and produce a wide variety of models in the course of a given project: preliminary CAD models lead to detailed CAD models, which in turn are used to create surrogate models for simulation, generate tooling models, etc.
In light of these emerging problems, this paper presented an approach to automated identification of engineering objects. As engineering activities become increasingly all digital, the proliferation of different physical file formats makes the sustainment and curation of engineering data very difficult. The tools and techniques presented in this paper work without any modeler or a priori knowledge about physical file structure and content. Using this approach, one can identify engineering data objects, their versions and provenance. This information is essential for those charged with engineering integration, data stewardship and records keepingenabling them to automate the identification of file migration strategies, use of appropriate translators, and manage format diversity.
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